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To submit a question, please click the question mark 
icon located in the toolbar at the top of your screen. 

Your questions will be viewable only to CHCS staff.

Questions?
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• Welcome and Introductions

• Framework to Build Partnerships around 
Social Determinants of Oral Health

• Perspectives from the Field: Community-Based 
Organizations Partnering to Address Social 
Determinants

► Youth Empowered Solutions! 

► United Way of Central Jersey

• Questions & Answers

Agenda
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June Glover
Program Officer 
Center for Health Care Strategies

Parrish Ravelli
Team Lead, Access to Health Care Initiative
Youth Empowered Solutions! (YES!)

Bill Dennison
Director, Major Markets
United Way of Central Jersey

Welcome and Introductions
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About the Center for Health Care Strategies

A non-profit 
policy center 
dedicated to 
improving 
the health of 
low-income 
Americans
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• Direct technical assistance to state Medicaid agencies 
and stakeholders to support their strategies to 
advance oral health

• Production of publications and tools that increase 
awareness about the importance of oral health and 
provide guidance on advancing oral health care 
access

• Analyses of oral health utilization and expenditures 
among Medicaid-enrolled adults

Focus of CHCS Oral Health Initiatives
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Framework to Build Partnerships around 
Social Determinants of Oral Health



Social Determinants of Health 

Social Determinants of Health are the conditions in 
which people are born, grow, live, work and age — and 
the wider set of forces and systems shaping the daily 
conditions of life, including: 

► Economic policies and systems

► Social norms

► Social policies

► Political systems

Source: WHO’s Social Determinants of Health Unit - http://www.who.int/social_determinants/en/
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Social Determinants and Oral Health

Source: N Gomaa, M Glogauer, H Tenenbaum, A Siddiqui, C Quinonez (2016). “Social-Biological Interactions in 

Oral Disease: A ‘Cells to Society’ View.” Available at: 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4709106/pdf/pone.0146218.pdf

Poor 
socioeconomic 

status

Psychosocial 
stress

Risky behaviors

Susceptibility to 
dental disease

Poor dental 
appearance/

Low self-esteem

Decreased 
employability
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Community Assessments

Community assessments help to expose the 
gaps created by inequities in social determinants 
and identify opportunities for interventions. 

► Consider the types of information needed to pinpoint the 
issues:
 Morbidity and mortality – e.g., emergency room visits, prevalence 

of dental caries

 Risky behaviors – e.g., smoking, diet, dental service utilization

 Socioeconomic factors – e.g., education, housing, transportation

► Use available data

► Collect additional information
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Community mapping reveals a community’s 
capacity to change its social determinants. 
Community capacity refers to: 

► Human capital: Skills, professional experiences, services

► Social capital: Established relationships and networks

► Cultural capital: Traditions, preferred language

► Political capital: Power/influence, civic engagement

► Built capital: Schools, hospitals, businesses
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Community Mapping

Source: Mapping Community Assets (2011). Available at http://agecoext.tamu.edu/files/2013/08/Mapping_Assets.pdf. 

http://agecoext.tamu.edu/files/2013/08/Mapping_Assets.pdf


• Determine the existing, useful skills 
within the community 

• Take advantage of existing social networks to get 
more people involved, share information, and build 
partnerships

• Encourage broad community participation

• Open communications through regular 
conversations and meetings

Mobilizing Community Resources 
through Partnership
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• Work from the list of identified 
determinants and resources

• Build on existing organizational values by adding 
specific actions to address the determinants 

• Create a consensus-driven statement that describes 
the change your partnership envisions in the 
community

Mission and Vision for a Partnership 
to Address Social Determinants
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• Identify the activities needed to achieve 
the mission and vision

► Goals: long-term accomplishments, e.g., more dental 
providers accepting Medicaid

► Objectives: time-limited activities to achieve the long-term 
goals, e.g., community engagement on importance of oral 
health

• Consider the sequence of activities to optimize 
success

Working to Achieve the Mission
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Six Useful Interventions to Addressing 
Social Determinants

Source: LK Brennan Ramirez, EA Baker, M Metzler (2008). “Promoting Health Equity: A Resource to Help Communities Address Social Determinants of Health.” 
Available at: http://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dch/programs/healthycommunitiesprogram/tools/pdf/sdoh-workbook.pdf . 

Consciousness 
Raising

Encourages 
critical reflection

1
Community 

Development

Engages and empowers 
community members to 
have influence on their 

community

2
Social 
Action

Highlights the 
influence of social 
factors on health

3

Health 
Promotion

Facilitates positive health 
outcomes through 

changes in behaviors, 
attitudes

4
Media 

Coverage

Influences societal 
perception and popular 

culture related to an issue

5
Policy & 

Environmental 
Change

Impacts decision-
making processes

6
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Each approach can make a positive impact on social 
determinants, as well as have unintended 
consequences.
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Benefits and Drawbacks

Benefits

• Raise public awareness of 
social determinants in the 
community

• Highlight community 
members’ experiences

• Increase community 
engagement/participation

Potential Drawbacks

• Oversimplify SDOH for mass 
consumption

• Misrepresent community 
members’ circumstances

• Offend conflicting 
perspectives/interests



• Set goals for the partnership based on a 
mutual mission and vision developed by the 
group

► May address all social determinants in a 
community or only those contributing to a very 
specific health disparity 

► Data from the Community Needs Assessment can 
drive development of the goals 
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Developing Goals



• Specify objectives necessary to 
achieve the goal

► Reflect what is feasible considering the 
community capacity and target determinants

► Levels of objectives:

 Individual

 Organizational

 Community
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Specifying Target Objectives



• Create measures to track the success of 
partnerships and selected interventions

► Consider availability of data sources

► Determine whether additional data collection will be 
needed

► Establish milestone achievements

• Identify ways to share progress with the community 
to drive further engagement, for example:

► Scorecards

► Progress reports

► Meeting announcements
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Developing Indicators for Evaluation 



Community Assessments – to identify issues

Community Mapping – to identify resources

Mobilization – to build relationships and establish 
shared values

Evaluation – to determine impact and identify 
additional areas for improvement
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Building a Community Partnership on 
Social Determinants



To submit a question please click the question mark 
icon located in the toolbar at the top of your screen. 

Your questions will be viewable only to CHCS staff.

Questions?
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Social Determinants 

of Health & Equity

Youth Empowered Solutions

Parrish Ravelli

Team Lead, Access to Health Care Initiative
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Youth Empowered Solutions

YES! empowers youth, in partnership with adults, to create community change. 

Meet YES!
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Youth Empowered Solutions

How YES! empowers youth…

Direct 

Advocacy 

Adult

Training

Youth 

Training

Consulting
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“ Empowerment theory connects individual well-being 

with the larger social and political environment, and 

suggests that people need opportunities to become 

active in community decision-making in order to 

improve their lives, organizations, and communities.” 

Mark Zimmerman, Ph.D.

University of Michigan, School of Public Health

Youth Empowerment Theory

Youth Empowered Solutions
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Skill Development

Critical Awareness

Opportunities

YES! Youth Empowerment Model

Youth Empowered Solutions
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Youth Empowered Solutions

Symptoms

Problem

Root Causes

Childhood Obesity

Diabetes, 

Heart Disease

Food Deserts/Swamps
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Youth Empowered Solutions

S
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Policies

Systems

Environments
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Youth Empowered Solutions

Lack of Access to

Oral Health Care

• Poor dental hygiene (& behaviors)

• Untreated dental decay

• Mistrust of oral health system

• Rates of Medicaid/CHIP enrollees 

sealed and/or varnished
• Educational/Employment implications

• Ineffective Medicaid Reimbursement Rates

• Prior Approval Rules & Workforce 

Development

• Community Water Fluoridation 29



Youth Empowered Solutions

Social Determinants of Oral Health

Food & Water 

Access

Tobacco & E-

Cig Policies

Transportation 

Policy
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Youth Empowered Solutions

What we are 

working on now…
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Youth Empowered Solutions

Highlighting Inequities in SDOH

City within a City Data hides the problems High Resources, Low Access
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Youth Empowered Solutions

Health, 

Political &

Systems 

Literacy

Trust
Infrastructure 

(existence of 

resources)

Data and First-hand Stories

Navigate 

Marketplace

Comprehension 

of school 

system

Meaningful 

Engagement/

Partnership

Bringing Care

To People

Healthy 

Food 

Schools & 

PTAs,

Churches

FQHC,

Parrish 

Manor & 

Foundation

Boys & 

Girls Club, 

Community 

Rec 

Centers

Schools

Data

Providers

Language Justice 33



Youth Empowered Solutions

School System

Provide space, referrals, 

partnership w/ school 

nurses, data, 

relationships with 

parents

Federally Qualified 

Health Centers

Provide health care 

providers, lab materials, 

supplies, health care 

relationships, EHR, 

patient engagement

School-Based Health Center (SBHC)

Provide care to uninsured &

underinsured community 

members, primary care if needed, 

referral if not.

Staffed by: NP, RN, RDH, RD 
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Youth Empowered Solutions

Measuring Progress

Individual Community Organizational

By the end of next year, more 

low-income students will have 

had a well-child visit and 

dental screening in the past 

year than in previous years. 

In year two, the SBHC will 

expand services to provide 

behavioral health to build on 

the dental and physical care 

that students are receiving. 

By the end of year two, the 

SBHC and partnering 

organizations will have 

developed and implemented a 

sustainability model for ongoing 

funding and support of the SBHC 

through billing, sponsorship, and 

in-kind support. 
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Youth Empowered Solutions

Four Key Takeaways

• The SDOH framework widens the lens in which 

you see data.

• Adding new and atypical data sets into the 

algorithm changes the narrative being told.

• Quantitative data are critical, but have limitations.

• Partnerships and community (youth) engagement 

strategies should be fundamental to fill the gaps 

where data do not exist. 
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Central Jersey Oral Health 

Collaboration

William Dennison, Director

United Way of Central Jersey



Background

• United Way fights to create opportunities 

for a better life for every person in every community. 

• We achieve this by mobilizing people, organizations and 

financial resources to achieve targeted outcomes and lasting 

change.

• 1,800 United Ways, over 4 million donors and over $4 billion 

annually address local community problems/issues.
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United Way Addresses Social Determinants 

of Health

39

United 
Way

Education, 
health and 
financial 
stability 

programs

Basic needs, 
access, social 

integration

Integrated 
strategies 
(program 

funding is not 
collaboration)

Measurement 
migration: 
activities, 

outputs and 
outcomes



Builds a network of new relationships and 
skills — partners with resources to reach 
both consumers and providers

Cultural shift at United Way 

Sustainable system change takes a 
community approach

Why UWCJ Wants to Collaborate
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Central Jersey Oral Health Collaboration: 
AAP-NJ, Head Start, and United Way of Central Jersey

Objective: Sustainable Oral Health prevention and care 

for low-income children 0-5 and their parents, resulting 

in improved oral health and lower oral health care costs

• Here’s our issue: Can the focal pop. own the solution?

• Here’s our thinking: Parents as care coordinators in a virtuous cycle

• What approaches might be transferable to other communities? 

- Partner Selection: include social services agencies

- Care Coordinators: parents are the resource and the strategy

- Sustainability: funding is local because savings/revenue are local
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What Can Happen During a Collaboration?

• New partner recruitment

• New goals 

• Strategy based on evidence

• Sustainability — search for 

new sources of funding
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What Can We Get Out of It?

• Continuous learning 

• Long-term buy-in from key partners

• Passion, clout, competence

• Scalable skills, relationships and innovation
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What Did We Learn and How are We 

Including it in Our Process?

• The social interaction model: 

acculturation and fear not just access

• Community partners: why do I need this?

• Reminder of the integrated relationships 

of social determinants

• Funder identification: local providers and payers

• Partner commitment and clarification of goals
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Thank you.

Please Contact:

Bill Dennison

732 247-3727

wdennison@uwcj.org

United Way of Central Jersey



To submit a question please click the question mark 
icon located in the toolbar at the top of your screen. 

Your questions will be viewable only to CHCS staff.

Questions?
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• Building Partnerships in the Community to Address 
SDOH

► “Promoting Health Equity: A Resource to Help Communities Address Social 
Determinants of Health.” Available at: 
http://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dch/programs/healthycommunitiesprogram/to
ols/pdf/sdoh-workbook.pdf

• Collective Impact
► “The Equity Imperative in Collective Impact.” Available at: 

http://ssir.org/equity_and_collective_impact/entry/the_equity_imperative_in
_collective_impact

• Social Determinants of Oral Health 
► “Social Determinants of Oral Health Inequalities: Implications for Action.” 

Available at: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22998304

Resources
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• Parrish Ravelli

• Bill Dennison

• All of the attendees for joining us

• DentaQuest Foundation

Thank You
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Visit CHCS.org to…

 Download practical resources 

to improve the quality and cost-
effectiveness of Medicaid services

 Subscribe to CHCS e-mail, blog 

and social media updates to learn 
about new programs and resources 

 Learn about cutting-edge efforts to 

improve care for Medicaid’s highest-
need, highest-cost beneficiaries
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